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ABSTRACT

The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) will
require reliable remote handling (RH)
systems to overcome failures in
diagnostic and operational equipment.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is
responsible for the ex-vessel remote
maintenance systems for the CIT. Part
of this effort is performing remote
maintenance demonstrations on replicas
of various CIT equipment. To ensure
successful RH, the machine must be
designed with proven remote maintenance
features. In the demonstrations,
critical remote maintenance features are
tested before actual CIT equipment
designs are finalized. Designs and
procedures required to remotely remove
and install a radio-frequency (rf)
module from a midplane port on the
tokamak were recently demonstrated at
ORNL. This testing identified both
successful design features for remote
maintenance of the rf module and areas
Chat require further development.

INTRODUCTION

The CIT will be the next fusion
device built at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL). It will
begin operation with deuterium-tritium
(D-T) fuel during the next decade.
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Because there will be activated and
contaminated equipment in the CIT test
cell, RH will be necessary. ORNL is
responsible for the ex-vessel remote
maintenance systems for the CIT.1 These
systems will remotely perform all
maintenance and inspection tasks outside
the tokamak cryoscat. A separate remote
maintenance system will perform
maintenance tasks inside the tokamak
vessel.

An essential objective in the
design and operation of remote
facilities is to provide RH systems that
can inspect equipment, access the
equipment with dexterous manipulators,
and repair the equipment without manual
assistance or intervention. If
equipment cannot be repaired in place,
then it must be removed and transported
to auxiliary cells. In these cells, the
equipment can be decontaminated and then
repaired by other types of maintenance
equipment or even by humans, either
through glove boxes or directly if
radiation can be reduced to safe levels.
The ex-vessel remote maintenance system
for the CIT will provide all of these
essential capabilities.

The primary working component of
the test cell portion of the maintenance
system will be servomanipulator
packages. An overhead servomanipulator
will be mounced on an overhead
telescoping boom transporter. It will
be controlled remotely by operators
located in a remote control room. Each
servomanipulator package will have on-
board viewing and lighting systems and



an auxiliary hoist that can lift 45 kg
(100 lb). A second, high-capacity
overhead crane will be used for lifting
large components and for transportation
tasks.

RF MODULE

The rf modules are vital to the
CIT's mission to achieve self-ignition.
These devices, as shown in Fig. 1, are
tuned antennas used to transmit rf
energy prior to a cycle to the plasma,
thereby heating it (refer to Fig. 1).
The rf modules are mounted on vacuum
flanges at the periphery of the CIT
vacuum vessel on the raidplane ports.
The horizontal axes of the midplane
ports are located approximately 4.7 m
above the test cell floor. The
component most likely to fail in an rf
module is the Faraday shield, which is

located in the vacuum vessel near the
plasma. An rf module that requires
repair will have to be removed from the
midplane port to provide access to the
Faraday shield or other components.
This removal will be accomplished by the
overhead servomanipulator working with
the overhead crane and dedicated devices
mounted on an rf module support stand.
Many types of repair will require
transporting the rf module to the
auxiliary cells. Before being
transported, it will be bagged to
contain any contamination. It will then
be transported by the test cell overhead
crane to the decontamination cell, where
it will be removed from the bag and
decontaminated. The rf module will then
be transported by another overhead crane
to the hot repair cell. Here it can be
maintained with hot cell servomanipu-
lators (separate from those in the test
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Fig. 1. RF module assembly drawing.



cell) and other remote maintenance
equipment. Any components that are to
be disposed of will be transported to
the rad-waste cell, where they will be
packaged for disposal. After repairs to
the rf module are complete, the rf
module will be conditioned for vacuum
operation, then transported back to the
test cell for installation in the
midplane port. There it will be
reinstalled using the test cell
manipulator.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION TASKS

Several sequential tasks must be
successfully completed in order to
remotely remove or install an rf module
at a CIT midplane port. Several
components of the rf module are
delicate; therefore, the handling of the
rf module cannot allow abrupt motions
and impacts.

The steps required for removal of
the rf module from the inidplane port are
as follows.

o Remove the two U-shaped coaxial pipe
jumpers that connect the rf module to
the permanent sections of coaxial
pipe. These coaxial pipes are the
transmission paths for the rf energy
(Fig. 2).

o Ensure that the rf module wheels at
the flange are properly engaged to
the support frame as the flange joint
is disconnected.

o Remove all of the captive bolts that
fasten the rf module to the midplane
port flange (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Removal of midplanu port bolts.

Using air cylinder, partially extract
the rf module from the midplane port
until it reaches the retractable
stop.

Deploy the extension to the midplane
port floor to allow the inner wheels
of the rf module to roll out past
the edge of the port floor (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Removal of coaxial pipe jumpers,

o Disconnect cooling lines, diagnostic
wiring, and control system cables
from the rf module.

Fig. 4. Deployment of port floor
extension.



Retract the stop that prevents the rf
module from being extracted too far
before deployment of the floor
extension.

Fully extract the rf module from the
midplane port until it reaches the
permanent stop.

Attach the chains and hooks on the
rf module lifting bar, suspended from
the overhead crane, to the rf module
lifting bails. This may require that
the overhead crane and servomanipula-
tor work in the same region simul-
taneously (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Attachment of lifting
bar to rf module.

o Place the rf module in a bag so that
contamination does not scatter during
its transportation to the decontami-
nation cell.

o Lift the rf module off the support
stand. Transport it to the decontam-
ination cell.

The sequential tasks required to
install an rf module in a CIT midplane
port are essentially the preceding steps
in reverse. In addition, steps must be
completed to deploy and retract guide
brackets for aligning the RF module when
placed on the support frame.

REMOTE MAINTENANCE DEMONSTRATION

As part of the ex-vessel remote
maintenance effort, several remotized
demonstrations have been conducted on
replicas of specific CIT equipment and
components that affect remote
maintenance. These demonstrations were
performed in the Remote Operations and
Maintenance Demonstration (ROMD)
facility at ORNL (refer to Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. ROMD facility at ORNL.

Here the critical features of the remote
equipment could be verified by
performing the actual RH tasks on the
replicas. The Central Research
Laboratory Model M-2 servomanipulator
was primarily used (refer to Fig. 7).
It was assisted in lifting and
transporting loads by an overhead crane.
Operators viewed and controlled this
equipment remotely from the ROMD control
room (refer to Fig. 8).

The rf module demonstration was
recently conducted. The primary purpose
of this demonstration was to develop a
successful RH procedure for the removal



Fig. 7. M-2 servomanipuLator.
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included components and mechanisms
designed to overcome technical concerns
involving remote maintenance (refer to
Figs. 9-11). These concerns, and the
mock-up design features attempting to
overcome them, are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 9. RF module demonstration
mock-up.

DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

The replica of the rf module was
successfully removed from and installed
in the rr.idplane port four times. All
tasks required were performed by
operators remotely controlling the
servomanipulator and overhead crane.
Task time-of-completion data were
recorded. Total removal time improved
from 70 min for the first cycle to 33

min for the fastest eveie. Total

Fig. 3. ROMD control room.

installation rime improved from 92 min
for the first cycle to 42 min for the
fastest cycle. Pictures from the remote
viewing system were video-recorded. The



Table 1. Remote maintenance concerns targeted in demonstration

Concern Demonstration design features

Servomanipulator

Decoupling, transporting, and coupling
coaxial pipe jumpers without damaging
the "banana plug" electrical connectors
may be difficult. Both connectors on a
jumper must be aligned and properly
mated simultaneously.

Servomanipulators may not be able to
access all of the captive bolts on the
main port vacuum flange.

Servomanipulators may have difficulty in
accessing components when working with
the overhead crane.

The coaxial pipe jumpers are U-shaped
with the connectors vertical; this
allows the use of gravity and of the
overhead crane in positioning them.
Alignment brackets are installed on the
lower flange of each joint to ensure
proper alignment.

Components mounted outside the rf module
main flange are located so as to
minimize interference with the servo-
manipulator.

Servomanipulator and overhead crane are
designed to work very close to each
other.

RF module

Reliably extracting or inserting the rf
module at the midplane port without
jarring or dropping the module off the
port floor or support frame may be
difficult.

It may be difficult to properly align
the rf module and the support frame.

The support frame located outside the
midplane port allows the rf module to be
rolled in and out of the port. The
frame contains an automatically deployed
extension to the port floor, so that the
module can be rolled all the way out
(Fig. 10), and a pneumatic cylinder to
extract the rf module. Retractable and
permanent stops are mounted on the frame
to keep the module from being dropped.

Remotely deployed brackets are provided
to guide the rf module onto the support
frame (Fig. 11).



results :if ~he .lemons t: rat ion vere
published and distributed to various
personnel involved in CIT design and
development.

The demonstration indicated that
further development is required to
ensure proper alignment and mating of
coaxial pipe jumpers during removal and
installation. Other rf module areas
requiring remote maintenance development
include cooling line and control cable
connection, vacuum seal replacement:,
Faraday shield replacement, and bagging
of the RF module after it has been
extracted from the midplane port flange.
A future remote maintenance demon-
stration utilizing the same replica,
vith modifications, is planned to
address these other remote maintenance
concerns.

Fig. 10. RF module wheels on
midplane port floor
extension.

CONCLUSION

Remote handling of rf modules is
possible. The rf module designers and
RH designers need to work together in an
interactive design process to ensure
that the actual rf modules can be
handled remotely. This interactive
design process should be carried out by
designers of other fusion components to
ensure a remotely maintainable fusion
device.
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Fig. 11. Remotely deployed rf
module suide brackets.


